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Inherent to helical tomotherapy is a dose variation pattern that manifests as a “ripple”speak-to-
trough relative to the averaged. This ripple is the result of helical beam junctioning, completely
unique to helical tomotherapy. Pitch is defined as in helical CT, the couch travel distance for a
complete gantry rotation relative to the axial beam width at the axis of rotation. Without scattering
or beam divergence, an analytical posing of the problem as a simple integral predicts minima near
a pitch of 1/n wheren is an integer. A convolution-superposition dose calculatorsTomoTherapy,
Inc.d included all the physics needed to explore the ripple magnitude versus pitch and beam width.
The results of the dose calculator and some benchmark measurements demonstrate that the ripple
has sharp minima nearp=0.86s1/nd. The 0.86 factor is empirical and caused by a beam junctioning
of the off-axis dose profiles which differ from the axial profiles as well as a long scatter tail of the
profiles at depth. For very strong intensity modulation, the 0.86 factor may vary. The authors
propose choosing particular minima pitches or using a second delivery that starts 180 deg off-phase
from the first to reduce these ripples: “Double threading.” For current typical pitches and beam
widths, however, this effect is small and not clinically important for most situations. Certain ex-
tremely large field or high pitch cases, however, may benefit from mitigation of this effect. ©2005
American Association of Physicists in Medicine. fDOI: 10.1118/1.1896453g
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I. INTRODUCTION

Helical tomotherapy1 is an intensity modulated radiothera
sIMRTd method of delivering therapeutic doses with a h
degre of conformity. In contrast to standard radiother
linacs, the helical tomotherapy devicesTomoTherapy, Inc
Madison, WI, USAd operates with a ring gantry that rota
at a constant speed around the patient.2 The couch translate
inward concurrently at a constant speed. The result is
lical delivery pattern, unique to the field of radiotherapy w

the geometry similar to a helical CTscomputed tomographyd
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scan device. Using a linear accelerator, tomotherapy can
duce MVCT smegavoltage CTd images in addition to deliv
ering treatment.3

In contrast to serial tomotherapy,4 helical tomotherap
does not have the same, nonhelical beam junctioning ef
but in this paper we will characterize a subtle type of “he
beam junctioning” occurring with helical tomotherapy. In
dition, there is a beam divergence in the fan beam geom
used in helical tomotherapy that results in a complex off-

dose profile for each helical rotation. This helical junctioning

1414414/10/$22.50 © 2005 Am. Assoc. Phys. Med.
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1415 Kissick et al. : The helical tomotherapy thread effect 1415
issue results in small dose delivery patterns known as
“thread effect.” These patterns, shown as an isodose su
in Fig. 1 for an unmodulated wide field delivery on a coa
circular cylindrical phantom, are often faintly visible
many delivery plan isodose plots and quality assurancesQAd
films. The general purpose of this paper is to explain
introduce the origins of these helical patterns, also know
helical “ripples” and to propose methods to reduce the
cal beam junctioning patterns.

In the Appendix, an analytical approach is presente
provide the context for understanding the results of s
experimental data and a convolution-superposition dose
culator provided by TomoTherapy, Inc. The dose calcu
code results are compared with a representative samp
measurements on the prototype tomotherapy device ins
at the University of Wisconsin Hospital in the results sect

II. METHODS

A. Geometry and problem setup

For simplicity, this present study is restricted to dose
havior in a cylindrical geometry with a constant angular
locity source rotating about an axis coincident with the
inder. The source also translates axially along the cylind
model the couch movement at constant velocity. This sim
geometry has direct relevance for quality assurance, do
etry, and testing phantoms commonly used for tomother5

In the Appendix, the geometry and spatial variables are
pictorially defined. The source rotates at a distance,r0 sfixed
at SAD=85 cm for all systems in use to dated, from the axis
of symmetry. The phantom edge is at a distancer =a in ra-
dius from the axis. We also define dimensionless variabr
; r / r0. The beam is from an approximate point source

FIG. 1. An isodose at unity pitchscouch motion of one beam width for a f
rotationd is displayed and calculated with the TomoTherapy, Inc. dose
culator. In the simulation used for this illustration, 16131613144 calcula
tion space is used for this simulation. The transverse index scali
0.198 cm/ index in both directions and the longitudinal scaling
0.125 cm/ index. The “thread effect” name is easy to see from this depi
The isodose value is about 50% of the maximum, therefore near the e
the exposed field near the edge of the phantom.
so is divergent in both cone and fan beam directions. The
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beam is collimated, and for this study we assume tha
beam covers the whole phantom in cross section. The im
tant width for our problem is the width defined by the an
a, and this is small for tomotherapy for this study,,3°,
hence a “fan beam.”1 The beam width,w0, is defined as th
longitudinal szd width of the beam at the central axis.
default beam width of 5 cm is used in the computer calc
tions and the measurements unless explicitly spec
Therefore, the beam is narrower closer to the source thr0

and wider further from the source, and this divergence
factor in the thread effect.

A key quantity is the pitch, defined as follows:

p ;
z0

w0
. s1d

The numerator,z0, above is the axial couch distance trave
for one gantry rotation. Therefore, since the rotational s
and axial translation speed are constant, the rotation an
any point is simply related to the axial motion in genera

u = 2p
z

w0 · p
+ u0 = 2p

z

z0
+ u0. s2d

whereu0 is the initial start angle. In reality, the helical tom
therapy machine currently delivers a modulated intensi
this beam around 51 angles in each rotation. In this s
however, all the leaves are open and, therefore, no inte
modulation is performed. There is a well-defined he
symmetry. The position in angle is linearly related to
axial position, according to Eq.s2d above. In the absence
intensity modulation, the only difference from one transv
cross section to the next is the angular phase. All of
necessary fluence variation is contained in a single cros
tion, and therefore, the analytical description in the Appe
is two-dimensional.

Note that the relative ripple magnitude,Rsrd, is defined a
the peak-to-trough relative to the average as follows:

Rsrd = 2
Dsrdmax− Dsrdmin

Dsrdmax+ Dsrdmin
. s3d

Where the dose,Dsrd, is described in the Appendix for
idealized model. This ripple definition is just twice the av
age modulation of the dose variation at a given radius.

B. Dose calculator numerical model

TomoTherapy, Inc.sMadison, WI, USAd provided a
stand-alone version of the Hi-Art treatment planning sys
for use in this study; the dose calculator provided isthe lates
release, and is called by the optimizer. In the stand al
version used here, the leaf sinograms were created by
simple because there is no modulation and, therefore, a
tensity values are constant in a broad beam geometry.

The TomoTherapy, Inc. dose calculator6 is a convolution
superposition code that uses a newer and more accura
gorithm called “cumulative-cumulative collapsed-cone
nel sCCKd,” see Ref. 6 more details. The CCK meth

.
f

utilizes the standard collapsed cone method of releasing en-
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ergy into cones of equal solid angle but also with enha
accuracy for challenging situations where the electron
ence can vary within a voxel. The calculation is fully thr
dimensionals3Dd with pencil beam ray-tracing for TERM
and Monte Carlo calculated kernels providing information
photon scattering and electron transport. A sample iso
plot of the dose calculator output in 3D is presented in Fi
Because for this study, we have a homogeneous phanto
broad beam geometry, the resolution used for the cal
tions of 16131613144 is adequate.

C. Experimental measurements

To benchmark the dose calculator values, some va
were determined experimentally with a 30 cm diameter s
water phantom with a mid-sagittal film view on the protot
tomotherapy device installed at the University of Wiscon
Hospital Comprehensive Cancer Center. This device
since been decommissioned and replaced with the new
Art device. Some measurements were also taken on the
Hi-Art device. The beam energy spectrum has been fou
be the same between these devices. Both are 6 MV be

The films were scanned with a Vidar scanner and
lyzed with rit113 software to plot cross-sectional dose to
tain ripple valuessrelative peak-to-trough valuesd. The mul-
tileaf collimator leaves were left wide open without a
modulation which matches the delivery sinogram used in
dose calculator above.

The relative value used for this study, the “ripple” defin
by Eq. s3d was measured manually from profile plots fr
both the dose calculator and the measurements. The av
dose reaches a maximum on-axis after one beam widt
translated longitudinally, therefore, one needs several
tions at small pitches in order to accurately measure
ripple from the profiles. At larger pitches this can be c
lenging. In all experimental data, error bars represent m
mum uncertainty as value is read from plots byrit113 soft-
ware. The penumbra is about a half a centimeter wide
long scatter tails at depth. Therefore, the smallest fan b
width setting of 1.12 cm is dominated by penumbra.7 We
chose to perform the measurements at 4.98 cm beam
to minimize the penumbra effects and to maximize the th
effect. See Ref. 7 for details of the on-axis behavior of h
cal dose delivery and issues of beam width and scatter

D. Intensity modulated example and double
thread

A test case was devised to quickly investigate the re
of this study. The target is imbedded within four avoida
structures. The TomoTherapy, Inc. optimizer and dose c
lator compute the expected dose profiles. Films were
placed in a phantom and this test plan was delivered.

Figure 2 is an example of a complex test delivery pat
in which the proper choice of pitch produced better d
uniformity because of a decreased thread effect. Two t
ment plans were generated for a cylindrically shaped
water phantom, used for helical tomotherapy QA proced

A pitch of 0.287s=0.86/3d was used for the first plan while
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a pitch of 0.35 was used for the second plan. Structure
cluded a centrally located cylindrical target structure tha
tended 5 cm in the superio–inferior direction, see Fig. 2sad.
Avoidance structures were drawn directly anterior, poste
right, and left of the target and given constraints to b
simulate an actual treatment plan as well as increase th
gree of modulation. The pitch was the only parameter
was varied between the two plans. All other aspects o
plan were identical. The chosen constraints resulted
modulation factor of 2.05 for both plans. The modula
factor is the ratio of the maximum open time for a leaf
livering the maximum intensity to the mean open time.
larger the modulation factor, the more freedom the sy
has to provide the specified dose distributions, but the in
sity profiles are more peaked. Each plan was prescrib
deliver 2 Gy per fraction to the target. After completion,
plans were treated on the Hi-Art Tomotherapy unit.
phantom was set up as planned and a film was placed
coronal orientation at the center of the phantom for anal
In another quick test, a film is left in place within the ph
tom in the same way as any other measurement, and an
high pitch treatment is delivered except that the initial ga
position is 180 deg shifted in phase angle to produ
“double threading” example.

III. RESULTS

A. Minima pitch dependence

Instead of finding the ripple minima at the values
pected from the analytical approach described in the ap

FIG. 2. An intensity modulated example with a solid water phantoms32 cm
transverse diameter, and 18 cm longd, typical of QA procedures with helic
tomotherapy. The plan is a central target surrounded by four avoi
structures insad the transverse view with the planning kVCT image w
contoured regions-of-interest. Insbd and scd the sagittal views are show
with the calculated dose contours for pitches of 0.287s=0.86/3d and 0.35
respectively. One can easily see the reduction of the thread effect f
choice of pitch=0.86/3.
dix at pmin=1/n, the TomoTherapy, Inc. dose calculator and
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some representative measurements from the prototype T
Therapy device at the University of Wisconsin Hospital b
show minima at

pmin = s0.86 ± 0.03d · s1/nd. s4d

The results in Fig. 3 demonstrate a very close agree
between theory and data, and the reader should note th
ripple fEq. s3dg is a first-order quantity. There is some unc
tainty in the exact values of these minima as these value
rapidly varying near the minima. The dose calculator g
the minima at 0.86, 0.43, 0.30, and 0.22, but the mea
ments give these minima at 0.86, 0.45, and 0.30. Eac
these minima may change within these uncertainties for
ations that deviate from the ideal setup of this experim
but this variation investigation is the subject of future wo
As the beam width at isocenter,w0, is varied, the dose ca
culator results indicate that the minima do not change
position, and the magnitude of the ripple, in general, be
p,1 is decreased due to the beam edge influence incre
as the beam width decreasesssee Fig. 4d.

Of course atp.1, one sees the expected leveling of
the ripple since the thread is so loose at large pitch th
simulates a static beam. In fact, as can be seen in Fig.
width of 1.12 cm is so narrow that penumbra comple
dominates the field, and its large pitch value also falls be
the others. This observation is also presented in a re
paper that concentrates entirely on the dose on axis.7 As the
pitch is decreased below unity, the overall ripple decreas
proportion to the pitch. This is expected because the ripp
Eq. s3d is defined relative to the average dose value that
turn, inversely proportional to the pitch. The most interes
aspect of the plots of Figs. 3 and 4 are the particular va
nearpmin<0.86·s1/nd. In the next sub-section, the origins
this factor are explained—it is the result of the diverge
and intensity profiles of the fan-beam itself in addition to

FIG. 3. The ripplespeak-to-trough relative to the averaged calculated with
the TomoTherapy, Inc. dose calculator compared with some measure
on a TomoTherapy machine with film in a cylindrical phantom. The s
minima occur atpmin<0.86·s1/nd wheren is an integer. The overall tren
for p,1 is related to the average dose increasing as the pitch decrea
scatter tail at depth evident in the dose profile.
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B. Helical junctioning—the 0.86 factor

The dose calculator provided the flexibility to explore
helical dose delivery one rotation at a time. In fact, fo
helical delivery pattern, the dose integral for a single c
plete rotation is a fundamental unit, and is all that is nee
to reconstruct the entire continuous rotation. One can r
ate a continuous rotational delivery by shiftingp·w0 distance
and adding multiple single rotation delivery dose profiles
for every radially off-axis dose profile plotted parallel to
rotation axis, there were no functional differences from
on-axis triangular shape profilesconvolving a square with
squared, then the minima would be expected to agree
the analytical approach described in the Appendix. Howe
in Fig. 5 one can see that the off-axis profiles are not str
lines. The reason for the complex shape off-axis in Fig.

ts
FIG. 4. The TomoTherapy, Inc. dose calculator ripple calculationspeak-to-
trough relative to the averaged for three beam widths. The 2.47 cm be
width is most commonly used clinically. Thepmin<0.86·s1/nd remains the
same, but the overall ripple decreases with decreasing beam width. A
cm beam width, the dose profile is strongly dominated by scatter and
edge effects.

FIG. 5. Single rotation dose profile for unity pitch at radii=0, 5, 9 cm
from the isocenter. Off-axis, the dose profile deviates from the trian
shape expected from the convolution of the beam width with itself tha

see atr =0 cm.
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related to beam divergence. The integrated field stre
grows faster than linear at the field edge because the fi
weaker at either of the edges if on the far side from
source. If the field edge is on the near side closer to
source, then divergence causes the beam width to be s
off-axis. Both effects lead to a reduced slope at the edg
the integrated field. At the center of the field, the source
at some point be closer and therefore the beam is stro
than if there were no beam divergence. All together, as
beam rotates, the complex shapes off-axis presented in
are produced. The consequence is that when the next ro
is added to this one, the off-axis profiles line up at a valu
pitch less than 1/n. In Fig. 6, this point is graphically pre
sented. The shift and add of a single rotation is performe
pitch=1.0fFig. 6sadg and 0.86fFig. 6sbdg with the dose ca
culator. The shift and add is performed in three-dimens
with the full single rotation dose, and the resultant o
dimensional profiles are extracted. One can see in Fig. 6
the correct junctioning is accomplished not with pitch
unity, but occurs at about 0.86fFig. sbdg. In Fig. 6 at pitch
=0.7 fFig. 6scdg, there is overlap at the junction, and
pitch=1.00fFig. 6sadg, there is a gap at the junction. This
the explanation for thepmin<0.86·s1/nd minima seen in
Figs. 3 and 4. Also notice in Figs. 5 and 6 that there is a
scatter tail at depth. Because the beams are narrow an
tail is long, the effective full width at half maximu
sFWHMd where the rotations get matched is influenced
the tails of the neighboring rotations. This effect also c
tributes to the beam junctioning getting tighter which i
“tuned” junction to lower pitches:pmin<0.86·s1/nd. At val-
ues of pitch corresponding to higher order minims
n=2,3,4,…d the same junctioning effects occur except th
occurs with additional overlapping beams at each juncti

C. Overall trend: Pitch <1

The reader will also notice in all of the plots of ripp
versus pitch that at pitches less than unity, there is a
power law dependence on pitch:R,p. This is merely a con
sequence of the way that therelative ripple is defined. It is
defined relative to the average dose. Therefore, sinc
slices overlap increasingly with decreasing pitch in a pro
tional manner, the pitch goes as the average dose a
radii: p,kdosel−1. As the pitch exceeds unity, this overla
ping effect is no longer present and the relative ripple s
rates at its high pitch value that is identical to the static b
value.

D. Radial dependence

Throughout the paper for consistency, the authors
concentrated on a radius=5 cm in a cylindrical geom
This choice allows for easy comparison between models
measurements. The ripple varies approximately linearly
sus radius, see Figs. 7 and 8. One can easily see that
isocenter, there is no ripple at all. Of course at the isoce

there is complete circular symmetry.
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FIG. 6. Single rotation dose profile at radii=0, 5, 9 cm out from the
center, then shifted by widthppitch and added to the unshifted profiles. T
shift and add is done with the full three-dimension dose profile. Notic
consequence of the non-triangular off-axis dose profiles shape and lon
dose profiles tails in creating the best junctioning at pitch of 0.86sbd rather
than at the expected pitch of 1.0sad or at pitch of 0.70scd.
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E. Intensity modulated example

An increased thread effects.10%d can clearly be see
upon visual inspection of the processed film for the inten
modulated examplessee Sec. II Dd treatment of the secon
plan in which the “bad” pitch of 0.35 was used, see Figs.sad
and 9sbd. Analysis with the Tomotherapy software a
shows decreased uniformity in the dose profile for the se
plan. The thread effect also appears on axis in this figure
this difference is likely due to the high degree of modula
used for the neighboring avoidance structures.

The degree to which the 0.86 factor varies for real si
tions with significant intensity modulation remains to
seen. There would certainly still be minima correspondin
helical junctioning such that every point gets approxima
the same integral for a complete rotation, but strong
nonsymmetric intensity modulation might be expected to
ter the single rotation profiles and scatter tail size. Neve
less, one does expect a 0.86 factor in situations whe
target gets radiation from most of the angles used in he
tomotherapy.

FIG. 7. Axial dose profiles forr =0, 3, 5, 7, and 9 cm for continuous rotat
at pitch of 1.0 from the dose calculator for an unmodulated beam
largest ripple is forr =9 cm, and they diminish towards no ripple ar
=0 cm.

FIG. 8. The ripple for single threading at pitch=1.0 from the film data
scribed in the text is representative of the result from any pitch tha
relative ripple varies roughly linear vs radius with zero ripple atr =0 cm.

The error bars represent the maximum uncertainty.
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IV. DISCUSSION

A. Minima and helical junctioning

There is a unique concept of “helical beam junctioni
presented here. There is no direct analogy with other dev
In the case of serial tomotherapy, the junctioning is at ce
discrete transverse cross sections separated at each
width. In this case, the junctioning can be made very sm
but potentially very rough. By contrast, for helical tom
therapy, the junctioning is in every surface—it is helica
nature. Because helical tomotherapy uses overlapping
ces, this helical junctioning magnitude is always reduce
relative magnitude because of overlapping beams. The
is that even rough or “un-tuned” junctioning in tomother
is not at all severe. The typical beam width used clinical
2.5 cm at a pitch less than 0.5 where the maximum th
effect magnitude is less than 3%ssee Fig. 4d.

The 0.86 factor empirically arrived at in this investigat
bespeaks an interesting concept of “effective pitch or wid
From Eqs.s1d and s4d,

pmin = 0.86 ·
z0

w0
. s5d

Therefore, for the same axial displacement,z0, we might say
that there is an “effective pitch” with respect to off-a
beam helical junctioning:

peff = s0.86d−1p. s6d

In other words, a real pitch of 0.86 is an effective pitch
unity since it represents a “well-tuned” beam junction
One could equally as well conceive of an effectively sma
beam width by this factor. The obvious solution to minim
the thread effect is to only choose those pitches that m
mize these ripples.

From Fig. 6 it is also apparent that the critical beam ju
tioning is approximately the same at all radii. In other wo
the factor 0.86 is approximately the same for each radii
for each minima to within 3% for 0.2,p,1.0 and at rad
,10 cm. There is some uncertainty due to measure
technique and calculation parameters, but choosing any
near these values would be a big improvement over v
that correspond to maximum ripple. For a real clinical s
ation, there may be more variation in this factor than
sented in this study, and this variation is the subject of fu
work. The goal of this study is to make helical tomother
users aware of these minima and to provide some u
standing about their origins.

B. Double threading

Initial exploration of a technique called “double thre
ing” demonstrates a significant benefit in thread effect ri
reduction even at a very large pitch. The technique i
simply re-apply the same dose delivery again, but sta
the gantry at 180 deg off-phase from the initial delivery. O
result of this delivery scheme is to add additional min
stwice as manyd; see Appendix for an illustration. If a sing

thread, then all of the angles are sampled atp=1/n, but if
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double threaded, then there are additional minimap
=2/n, some of these are the same such as2/2=1/1. The
major effect is to decrease the ripple for all pitches by
order of magnitudessee Appendixd.

The salient point is illustrated in Fig. 10. In part a of t
figure, one might conclude in general that a high pitch of
is clinically unusable because of the large ripple. Howe
with double threadingfFig. 10sbdg, this pitch is clinically
very feasible. Since pitch is proportional to the couch sp
there are potential large field or motion dynamics that c
benefit from double threading.

C. Clinical implications

Future work will concentrate more on the clinical imp
cations of the thread effect. Currently with the typical be
widths of 2.5 cm and typical pitches of less than 0.5, Fi
indicates little concern even if nothing were done differen
However, for most cases, the use of pitch equaling 0.
0.287, 0.43fp=0.86·s1/ndg would be much better for do
uniformity than 0.25, 0.33, 0.5sp=1/nd. See Figs. 2 and
for an example. Therefore, one should choose the parti
ripple minima pitches whenever possible. There may
strong intensity modulated cases such as radiation deli
to only one side of the object. In such cases, the 0.86 f
may vary, and the resolution of this issue is reserved
future work.

For large pitch, the use of the double threading techn
is recommended. One could presumably even further
prove the dose uniformity with even more threads—sim
to a wound cable.

FIG. 9. An intensity modulated example result from Fig. 2 setup with a
water phantom, typical of QA procedures with helical tomotherapy. Insad
and sbd are the film verifications of this treatment for pitches of 0.28s
=0.86/3d and 0.35, respectively. One can easily see the reduction o
thread effect for the choice of pitch=0.86/3.

FIG. 10. Axial dose profiles for continuous rotations at pitch of 1.5 f
single threadingsad vs double threadingsbd for an unmodulated beam. The

film profiles were produced withrit113 software.
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Because the ripple increases with increasing distance
axis, it behooves us to center the tumor at the isocen
desirable. This could be done with programmed modula
for a single tumor. The difficulty occurs for multiple tumo
within a single transverse cross section or slice. In this
the use of pitch minima or double threading should be u

Perhaps the development of a unique quality assu
protocol would benefit from the concept of effective pitch
effective width in terms of helical junctioning. Because th
minima are so sharp in pitch, the ripple observation prov
a sensitive measure of pitch. There may be some qu
assurance procedures that would require the avoidance
than enhancing these ripples.

V. CONCLUSION

The helical dose modulation or “ripple” that results fr
not junctioning the off-axis beam profiles in helical tom
therapy is small for typical clinical situations. However,
could “fine-tune” the delivery by choosing the pitches
minimize this ripple by junctioning the off-axis profile
pmin<0.86·s1/nd. Future work will concentrate on clinic
issue of strong intensity modulation to determine under
conditions the 0.86 factor varies.

We found that the off-axis dose profiles for each comp
rotation have shapes that differ from the triangular axial
file. In addition, there are long scatter tails than extend
into neighboring rotations. Taken together, one gets a
plex junctioning between rotations that could lead us to
other new idea—“effective pitch” or equivalently “effecti
beam width” for off-axis helical junctioning.

It remains unclear at this time what are the clinical c
sequences of helical junctioning. Certainly for most si
tions there are few consequences beyond just a deep
derstanding of the dose delivery process for he
tomotherapy. Moreover, it is also certain that rare situa
always arise clinically that stretch typical settings for
medical device. In a situation where large pitches are
sired, double threading could be used to reduce the ripp
appropriate levels. Some quality assurance procedure
may be developed specifically for this machine could be
from the implicit measurement of pitch that these rip
would provide.
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APPENDIX: NONDIVERGING BEAM MODEL

In order to obtain an understanding of the thread effe
simplistic model with a nondiverging beam is used and
sented in this Appendix. It is possible to understand the p
lem analytically with no beam divergence. The problem
setup with the same definitions presented in Sec. II A
with Fig. 11.

Analytical model foundation

A helical integral is formulated as follows. The fluence
assumed to fall off in an inverse-square nature

Ksr,ud ;
1

s1 + r2 − 2r cossudd
. sA1d

The functionK above is actually just the relative fluen
function or a crude dose approximation for a general ga
angle,u, described by Eq.s2d and Fig. 11. There are oth
effects that can be considered in the model such as att
tion with a simple exph−mdj model, whered is the depth o
the beam in the phantom andm is the linear attenuatio
coefficient, but for this analytical illustration, attenuation w
not included. Of course, the dose at the outer layer o
phantom is incorrect if buildup is not included. There is a
a central maximum in the beam intensity towards the
center sdue to the forward nature of high energy, M
bremsstrahlung generation in a linacd. This central maximum
factor is approximatelyf1+2usinsudurg for the helical tomo
therapy machine, which has an unflattened beam,2 and this

FIG. 11. A pictorial definition of the cylindrical geometry and basic par
eters used for modeling. Notice that a realistic model of the beam
needs to include its shape and correct angles. We restrict ourselve
constant helical motion rotated around the axis of a long cylindrical w
phantom.
multiplicative factor that accounts for higher fluence when

Medical Physics, Vol. 32, No. 5, May 2005
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the point is between the target and the isocenter is incl
as well.

The functionK8 is integrated in the following integral, th
dose function in a cross section:

Dsr,ud =E
u−

u+

K8sr,u − jddj, sA2d

whereK8=K3 f1+2usinsudurg. Here, much of the interestin
physics is in the limit functions of the integral:u±. The dose
is integrated between source positions where a voxel
“seeing” the beam,u−, and where its stops “seeing” t
beam,u+. The voxel view of the source movement is ill
trated in Fig. 12. Note the important point that adding
arbitrary phase,u0, to any u in the above equations is t
same as shifting along the axial direction according to
s2d.

In reality, there is beam divergence, and this can
handled as follows. Consider half of the cone-anglea, g
=a /2: see Fig. 11. The relationship between the angle l
and the beam divergence in the axial direction is foun
trigonometry with the observation that

U uDzu − w0/2

r cossu±d
U = tang =

w0/2

r0
. sA3d

Half the couch travel distance during which the beam is
ible to the point atr ,Dz, is related to half of the angle ran

e
a

FIG. 12. The integral limits can be thought of as intersection points o
helical motion line with the beam width at a particular phase. Notice
this line changes slope relative to pitch.
sampled by that point through the pitch relation of Eq.s2d
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u± − u = ± 2p
Dz

w0 · p
. sA4d

The angleu is the angle where the dose is being solv
Combining the above equations to eliminateDz leads to, The
limit functions are in general for a diverging beam

u± = u ±
p

p
f1 + r cossu±dg, sA5d

It is interesting that pitch, radius, and source distance co
all of the needed geometry in this case with the beam w
implicitly included. The obvious problem is that in Eq.sA1d,
the divergence width projection contains the angle limits
ing solved for. This leads to the relation above. Unfo
nately, this function is transcendental and, therefore, im
sible to handle analytically. Fortunately, a first-or
approximation is possible because of the fan-beam geom
such thatr; r / r0!1. This approximation simulates an in
nite source to axissSADd distance,r0. It also implies a con
stant beam width at all radii and at all angles ofw0, a “rect-
angular beam.” In this case, the limit functions are

FIG. 13. A logarithmic plot of the relative ripple vs pitch for the case o
parallel beamflimits of Eq. sA6dg. Notice for single delivery, there a
minima at pitch=1/n wheren is a positive integer.

FIG. 14. The ripple for single threading versus double threading from
analytical model described in the text. Notice the additional minima fo

double threading case.
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y

u± = u ±
p

p
. sA6d

A pictorial view of these limits is provided in Fig. 12 whe
the path of a point happens to cross whereu± , ±3p /2.

Missing from Fig. 11 is the depiction of the unflatten
forward intensity enhancement due to tomotherapy’s un
tened high energy bremsstrahlung directed at the isoc
This intensity profile does affect the off-axis beam pro
shape as well, but has a little role in the production of
thread effect.

Analytical model results

Regardless of theK function, something very interesti
happens in the solution of Eq.sA2d at certain pitches. If th
pitch is 1/n where n is an integer, then, for a rectangu
beam,Dsr ,ud=Dsrd, and there is no ripple. For example
p=1, the limits cover all possible angles exactly once
every point. In general, the integral spans over all un
values ofK exactly n times. Hence, there is no ripple
thread effect. At pitches not at these values, the ripple is
to gaps or overlaps in beam coverage. The solution o
sA2d using only Eqs.sA6d is plotted in Fig. 13. A simpl
Simpsons-rule numerical integration scheme is used to
form the integral in Eq.sA2d.

We can see from Fig. 13 that there is a finite ripple v
at pÞ1/n. The magnitude does generally decrease pro
tionally with decreasing pitchfsince the ripple is define
relative to the average in Eq.s3dg with the exception of ver
local minima. At really large pitch values, the relative rip
saturates and is completely determined by theK variation
since the threads are independent of each other atpù2.

Double thread analytical illustration

In Fig. 14, the analytical model is used to demonstrate
basic trend. It is expected that a similar picture would h
true for the dose calculator and real measurement result
shifted by a factor of 0.86. The Simpsons-rule integra
that produced the values of the minima in Figs. 13 and 1
susceptible to error accumulation. The minima are act
zero in value, and as the number of calculations increas
each point, the less deep the minima can become beca
error accumulation. As the pitch decreases, more angle
integrated. Therefore, the high pitch minima are very d
ssee thep=2 minima in Fig. 14d. In addition, the low pitc
minima are deeper and/or narrower in general for rea
more complex.
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